Media Statement: June 8, 2016

For Immediate Release

RegDOX Solutions Inc. Publishes Whitepaper Mapping Cloud Storage Compliance to the Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulations Supplement (DFARS)

Nashua, NH – June 8, 2016 -- RegDOX Solutions Inc., the only provider of a cloud solution for the secure
storage, collaboration, and exchange of documents and files containing ITAR-defined Technical Data,
today announced the availability of a whitepaper reviewing how that solution also enhances compliance
with the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations Supplement (DFARS). In doing so, RegDOX Solutions
has demonstrated its unique ability to provide a single cloud solution that is compliant with both the
ITAR and DFARS.
The RegDOX® ITAR System is a robust virtual data room solution that exceeds the stringent
requirements computer content requirements of the DFARS. RegDOX® safeguards unclassified
controlled technical information (UCTI) that either resides on, or is in transit through, covered contactor
information systems. Cyber incidents are recorded thus enabling reporting as required in the DFARS.
The RegDOX® System goes beyond minimum compliance with the DFARS. It incorporates an intuitive,
yet highly functional user interface. It audits and records all actions involving documents and files. And
all of this is achieved in a cost-effective solution that enhances enterprise productivity while ensuring
regulatory compliance regulations.
RegDOX Solutions’ CEO and President William O’Brien issued the following comment when announcing
the release of this whitepaper:
“RegDOX Solutions has a unique line of cloud-based product offerings, providing ITAR, EAR, DFARS,
HIPAA, and Corporate compliance options for both large enterprise and small to medium sized
businesses. RegDOX is the sole provider for ITAR technical data compliance solutions for the public cloud.
We are proud to announce that this same service is extended to DFARS compliance.”

About RegDOX Solutions Inc.
Operating since 2007, RegDOX Solutions Inc. is a market-leading provider of highly intuitive SaaS
solutions enabling customers to securely manage and collaborate on confidential documents and
information, whether inside or outside of their IT environments.
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To Access the Whitepaper:
http://bit.ly/1UEvMy8

